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Victoria Ocampo is a major feminist writer of the precursor period who broke the molds of her gender and class in Argentina in the early part of this century. The way in which she and other early feminist writers negotiated the difficult terrain between the private and public spheres of their society is an important part of Latin American intellectual history which has yet to be fully documented. Recent studies point out that Latin American women have historically experienced their gender identity differently-particularly the familyconnected aspect of their personal lives-and that this must be taken into account when interpreting their public participation. ' Ocampo's experience as the eldest daughter of a prominent family of the Argentine oligarchy is central to an understanding of her development as a feminist. Isolated both by gender and class, her early years were socially and intellectually circumscribed. ' The frustrations she suffered in her late teens as a consequence are documented in her [1906] [1907] [1908] [1909] [1910] [1911] [1912] (Autobiografia II, 122) Giving in to convention, Ocampo married at age twentytwo and soon repented the decision. Divorce was not an option, so for eight years she lived in the same house with her estranged husband, hiding her private life in order not to upset her tradition-bound parents.' It was during these years that Victoria turned to writing in order to find self-understanding. Always a voracious reader, she penned her first essays in reaction to books she found personally meaningful. A few pieces were published in La Naci6n in the early 1920s, an important first step toward achieving intellectual identity in an atmosphere that was hostile to the notion of women as thinking subjects.' Within her own class Ocampo found a few women like herself who shared a passion for literature, but the nature of her cultural formation also separated Ocampo from women writers of other social classes, such as her contemporary, Alfonsina Storni.'
The sense of intellectual solitude she felt in these years was compounded by the schizophrenic nature of her cultural position as an Argentine woman educated in the European mold who felt most comfortable writing in French not Spanish. This was not unusual among the upper classes; but whereas men could move freely between the private and public literary spheres of the twenties, women of the oligarchy were expected to confine their meager knowledge of foreign languages and literatures to acceptable modes of female cultural consumption and adornment. Ocampo transgressed this norm by using her knowledge of French and English for intellectually ambitious objectives.6 She may also have realized that writing and publishing in French was a way of emphasizing her alterity and claiming legitimacy as a transnational writer whose primary linguistic affiliation was with a language and culture considered more prestigious than Spanish.'
The struggle from the margins to interrupt male mono- Literature, Vol. 20, Iss. 1 [1996] shows this very clearly and carries the simple title "Correspondencia." Divided into two sections, the essay is an invented series of letters between a young male reader/admirer and herself. The subject is their "mutual" preference for modern music (Debussy, Ravel, Honneger, Stravinsky) and their repudiation of a certain segment of society for whom such preferences represent "el snobismo." This epithet had often been directed at Ocampo whose modern tastes, social status, and financial means aroused many resentments beside gender bias. In this essay, originally published in La Nacion in response to an article by a well known critic, she initiates rhetorical strategies that would become familiar stylistic markers of her work: the open letter and ironic humor. Her invention of a sympathetic interlocutor of the opposite sex with whom she can share witty and sarcastic comments enables Ocampo to put down her critics without directly confronting them. This oblique posture, with its dual-gender disguise, was a concession to the literary mores of a time when women writers were treated with condescension and a direct rebuttal of her critics would have merely provoked disdain. But it was also a way of turning the tables on them: she could make fun of her detractors "in confidence," in an exclusionary interchange that made private thoughts public but invited no 10 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 20, Iss. 1 [1996] . . . The spirit, or what I call by that name, is not flesh or intelligence, but something that in order to exist demands resistance and a certain accord between these two powers, just as a child needs a definitive encounter between sperm and egg to come into this world. (Autobiografia II, The reticence of her first essays is partially a function of the intellectual climate of the time, but it also reflects the power these family bonds held over her. Her parents had never approved of her having a career in the arts and, in the 1920s, when they were still alive, Ocampo was careful not to create unnecessary scandals through her writing. Did this involve self-censorship? She curbs her instincts and her tongue, barely containing the frustration she could only allude to in her essays, never attacking the root of the problem openly. Her repeated examination of how other individuals dealt with their inner struggles undoubtedly held therapeutic value for her; it was both cathartic and compelling to see aspects of herself
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 20, Iss. 1 [1996] Throughout these essays, Victoria Ocampo inscribes a self-in-formation. Feminist, but also "cobarde por ternura," her gendered voice is muted and subdued by the parentheses of those inexpresable "lazos de la sangre y pasiones del alma."
By the mid 1930s, however, her situation had changed and so did her writing. In 1931 she founded her literary review Sur and established friendships with writers and artists on several continents. In the larger literary world she had achieved credibility as "un ser pensante" whose gender was not a disqualifying factor. On the personal level, she was legally widowed and therefore socially independent; her parents both passed away (her father in 1931, her mother in 1935), and her long-standing clandestine love affair with Martinez had ended. In a word, Ocampo was finally able to claim openly that gender was of central concern in all her undertakings. Thereafter, her public commitment to the intellectual and social development of women through the defense of human rights was unwavering.
Until her death in 1979, Ocampo wrote openly and frankly about her own experiences and issues relating to women, yet she also resisted unwanted public intrusion into her personal life. Perhaps she sensed the very real potential for being misunderstood in an Argentine climate hostile to her social class and cultural orientation if not also her gender. Only after her death would she let the full story of those years be published in her Autobiografia. That fascinating self-narrative, which she often talked about burning but 
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 20, Iss. 1 [1996] (Meyer, Victoria Ocampo, (62) (63) .
16. Another analysis of this essay can be found in Guinazii whose interpretation of"Babel" has been helpful to my own discussion. However, I do not agree wuith her assessment that "[These first essays, written as general commentaries, at no point allude to the particular situation of woman; had they done so, their publication would have been impossible" (128). This is not true, either in terms of their publication or their content, which is the subject of the present article.
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 20, Iss. 1 [1996] 18. Alba Omil discusses Ocampo's style of writing in detail (188-225) but does not suggest that it has a relationship to gender experience. "Escribe como habla (o habla at escribir), por eso su prosa esta salpicada de exabruptos que, segun su propia confesi6n, se le 'escapan' at hablar, a cada rato. Esta frescura es producto del oficio pero tambien algo mas, que muchos, a pesar de su oficio, no poseen. Tiene mucho que ver con la voluntad de estilo" 'She writes like she speaks (or speaks like she writes), and thus her prose is sprinkled with spontaneous exprssions that, by her own confession, "escape" every so often when she speaks. This freshness is the product of her trade but also something more which many in the same trade do not possess. It has a lot to do with the determination of style' (223). This "voluntad de estilo" 'determination of style,' a term developed and explained by the Spanish critic, Juan Marichal, involves rejecting norms and seeking expressive freedom (60).
19. Ocampo had originally hoped to be an actress, but her family disapproved. At that time, women in the theater were considered to have loose morals and were socially unacceptable. See Ocampo, "Las memorias de Victoria Ocampo" (68) . 20. Teresa de Lauretis discusses this tactic as the initiation of a feminist critical theory that "begins when the feminist critique of sociocultural formations (discourses, forms of representation, ideologies) becomes conscious of itself and turns inward. . . in pursuit of consciousness-to question its own relation to or possible complicity with those ideologies, its own heterogeneous body of writing and interpretations, their basic assumptions and terms, and the practices which they enable and from which they emerge. It starts by 'recognizing our location, having to name the ground we're coming from, the conditions we have taken for granted,' as Rich writes in her 'Notes toward a Politics of Location' " (138). This theoretical approach is gounded in a Bakhtinian understanding of social discourse.
21. As I have discussed in my article,"Victoria Ocampo, Argentine Identity and the Landscape of the Essay," Ocampo's "Quiromancia de la pampa" (1929) 'Palmistry of the Pampa' illustrates how she defined Argentine identity on her own terms. In the vast, empty spaces of the pampas she sees an invitation to interpretation, not just by Argentines but by foreign visitors as well. The metaphor of extending a palm to be read and then coyly withdrawing it at the last minute is her way of saying that Argentines can only deceive themselves by avoiding the truths others might tell: "The rhetorical devices of her essay coax the reader into the shared experience of otherness by establishing correspondences, mediating between points of view, and evoking empathy to show how the void of insufficiency can be filled by reaching out rather than by withdrawing" (61). 
